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Might magic era of chaos gameplay

An explanation of the game's primary screen in Might &amp; Magic: Era of Chaos.Players will see Main City upon entering the game. There are shortcut keys under the Capital where players can access: Artifact, VIP, Train, Implementation, Missions, Units, Heroes, Backpack, and other primary features. Players can also tap the expedition, statue, altar, market, angel trial and
Congress at the center of the map to enter these features. Some features require players to be at a certain level before they become available. Players can glide left or right to move their view of the capital and choose the feature they want to access. Arena rules at Might &amp; Magic.Results for Arena are finalized every night at 9 p.m., and prizes are sent the next day via in-
game mail. Players earn prizes by breaking their own historical ups in the rankings. As a reminder, the rules can also be seen through the Arena in the game. The introduction to the might &amp; magic.Players campaign will see Main City upon entering the game. Then I can tap Campaign on the left side of the Capital. Players are grappling with endless challenges in the
campaign. Units that die in combat in this mode cannot be reused. Players can collect treasure maps to unlock the final treasure. Select levels also contain chests with goodies inside. If a player reaches obelisk level, he can select one of Buff's three skills to improve his unit. That includes resuscitation of dead units. Hero specialty in Might &amp; Magic.Each hero has 4 specialty
slots. Different attribute bonuses can be obtained from different special ones. The attributes of the hero directly affect the strength of the unit. Introduction to the roster system at Might &amp; Magic.Tap on Roster on the left side of the map upon entering Main City. Players can add their units to the list using Roster. Different rosters will add different attributes to the units. The
greater the strength of the units in the roster, the better the bonuses for attributes. Players can also upgrade list levels or use diamonds to unlock more roster slots for better earnings. I can't sign in to Might &amp; Magic.1. There may not be enough space in your device, or there may be too many apps running at the same time. We recommend closing unnecessary apps before
running the game and ensuring sufficient space in your device.2. Check and make sure your connection is stable. We recommend playing on Wi-Fi or on a strong network. If your connection behaves normally and you still can't sign in, we suggest restarting the game or network before trying again.3. Make sure you have installed the latest version. If it's not the latest version,
uninstall the game, then download the latest version from the official site. Hero spells in Might &amp; Magic.Each hero starts with 4 spells and the magic of the scrolls can be used for upgrading. The more magic is improved, the stronger its effects. What are the benefits of VIP systems in Might Magica? Tap the VIP below the Capital. Players can upgrade to upgrade VIP systems
that use ape points in VIP. When points are maximized in the current VIP title, players can be promoted to the next title. Each VIP system has special features that can increase profits. Thank you for your feedback. Thank you for your feedback. I'm sorry that didn't help. Please send a support ticket and tell us how we can help you. There are no frequently placed locations in your
location for these search criteria, here are some from another. Code of Conduct for Might &amp; Magic: Era of Chaos is also available in Indonesian Kode Etik untuk Might &amp; Magic: Era of Chaos juga tersedia dalam bahasa Indonesia Liability: Ubisoft cannot be held responsible for user actions or comments in different areas of the game, forums or other social media. Ubisoft
reserves the right to remove any and all content posted by the user without prior warning or notice. We advise you not to provide anyone with personal or account information. This includes information that can be used for identification (Social Security number, phone number, physical address, etc.) or information that can be used to compromise your account (personal email
address, answers to your security questions, etc.). For example, a Ubisoft representative will never ask for your password. Code of Conduct: When playing Might &amp; Magic: Era of Chaos, you must respect other users and their user rights. The following points must be respected by all and will be carried out by Ubisoft staff: • Any suspected breach of the Code of Conduct or
terms of use will lead to an investigation by Ubisoft staff. Ubisoft reserves the right to suspend, prohibit, modify or delete a user account without prior warning or notice. • When using services provided by Ubisoft, users cannot engage in or encourage any unlawful conduct or communication in connection with such conduct. • Users will follow all instructions given to them by Ubisoft
staff. Failure to comply with users in connection with any request from Ubisoft employees will be considered a breach of the Code of Conduct and may lead to account suspension or revocation. • The user will comply with the rules detailed in this Code of Conduct when using the services offered by Ubisoft and might &amp; magic: Era of Chaos. The following list of prohibited
behaviour provides examples of unacceptable behaviour, but should not be considered exhaustive. Prohibited behavior: • It is forbidden to harass or harass other players through verbal or written communication. Ubisoft will not tolerate any form of harassment and may be required to suspend or prohibit any player account if harassment occurs. • It is forbidden to publish
pornographic or sexually explicit content through media made available to the player by Ubisoft. • Any language or content deemed illegal, dangerous, threatening, offensive, obscene, vulgar, defamatory, hateful, sexist, ethically offensive or constitutive harassment. This includes the use of the above on forums, through the game or another social channel. • Impersonation of any
other Ubisoft player or employee is strictly prohibited. • Any behavior that interrupts the general course of playing in a client's game, forum or any other Ubisoft media is prohibited. This includes, but is not limited to, spam, advertising or searching for other products. • Exploitation of any new or known omissions or errors that provide an unfair advantage over other players is
prohibited and may result in character statistics and reset progression, account suspension or revocation. • Any attempt to edit, corrupt, or change the game code or server is strictly prohibited. Any such behavior will result in immediate account cancellation, and may even result in personal liability and/or criminal penalties. • Using clients to hack, cheat or botting third parties is
strictly prohibited. Usernames: The following rules clarify the types of names you may not use: • You may not use a name that is contrary to the Code of Conduct. These include the use of names of a hateful, racist, defamatory, ethnically offensive, obscene, vulgar or sexually explicit nature, as well as any other offensive wording. • You may not use names that lead to harassment
or defamation of other users. • You may not use the name of any Ubisoft employee. • You may not use a name associated with a terrorist organisation or activity. • You may not use any name that violates any of these rules through the association of first and last names. • You may not use a name that contains spelling errors or written in such a way as to violate one of the above
rules. Account security: The user is solely responsible for the security of his account, including protecting his system and account from being compromised. Ubisoft does not guarantee compensation for damages caused by fraudulent account use. Only the results of the investigation can determine the necessary actions. Any act of piracy or account theft will be punished and may
in the run-up to personal responsibility or criminal penalties for the culprit. Customer Service: Customer service is here to help you with any issue you may run into in the game. You can contact them through the game or page, in the support area. Here is an insubhaustible list of what Customer Service can do for you: • You'll get a quick answer to your questions and issues,
depending on the workload of your customer service department. • We will do everything in our power not to intervene or interfere with the game unless absolutely necessary during our work. • Any incident that can be construed as a breach of the rules will be subject to further investigation. The benefit of the doubt will be given to the user before any action is taken. • All sanctions
will apply as quickly as possible, depending on the severity of the breach, the circumstances and the history of your account. • All correspondence between users and customer service is private. It won't be revealed to others. Disciplinary policy: Ubisoft wants to offer users a welcoming environment, both while playing and on forums. However, there may be a breach of the Code of
Conduct. When this happens, customer service will investigate further and will make every attempt to be fair and fair with the people involved. Depending on the severity of the breach and the player's history, Customer Service may decide to take the following measures: • There may not be any sanctions. • A warning may be sent to the player who committed the defect. In this
case, they will be notified by mailbox and details of the reasons for the alert and the actions taken will be recorded on their account. • The player may be suspended for a period of time ranging from several hours to several days or permanent prohibitions. The penalty will be recorded in their account with details of the facts, penalties and period for which the match will be blocked.
• The player may have his game account terminated. This means that their access to the game will be blocked by an unspecified date. The player will receive details via the post office box the reasons for the penalty and the facts surrounding it. Below are examples of behavior that could lead to your account being banned from playing online or restricting access in other ways from
the game: • To ensure a fair and healthy gaming environment, we strictly adhere to the provisions in the Code of Conduct and deal positively with suspicious behavior. If your sign-in account is blocked in the game, you may have recently engaged in suspicious behavior such as malicious refunds. • Cheating/hacking: The player runs an altered version of the game client by
providing him with an unfair advantage or causing severe harm to the experience of other players: The maximum penalty is permanent prohibition • Offensive language or behavior/Threats: Posting or publishing (public forums, or private chats) any language or content that violates this Code of Conduct - First offense: Warning - Second offense: 3 days provisional suspension -
Third offense: 7 days provisional suspension - Multiple violations: permanent prohibition • Harassment: Harassment or serious bullying of other players through verbal or written communication in and out of the game (public forum, or private conversations) - First offense: Warning - Second offense: 3 days provisional suspension - Third offense: 7 days provisional suspension -
Multiple violations: permanent prohibition • The duration of the suspension will be decided at Ubisoft's discretion, on a case-by-case basis. • Actual disciplinary action may differ from the list of examples depending on the severity of the conduct and are decided at Ubisoft's discretion, on a case-by-case basis Challenging account sanctions: If you have a question or want to
challenge the account sanction you have suffered, please send a request to customer service using the contact options found on our customer support portal. Be sure to include all relevant We will answer your questions as soon as possible. Please respect the Code of Conduct: Help us make this site, game and forums a welcoming community space. Respect the Code of Conduct
and encourage others to do the same. If you meet players unfamiliar with the Code of Conduct, politely encourage them to read it. What can I use to sign in to the game? Android users can sign in to Facebook and Google Play. Apple users can sign in to Facebook and Game Center. You can still tie up your Facebook account after tying up your Google Play or Game Center
account. Facebook account binding lets you sign in to the game on different devices. If you don't select a platform when you first sign in to the game, by default, you'll get a local guest account to create characters and game logs. Is the guest account secure? If your save information is attached to your guest account, we recommend that you tie your account to any of the following
platforms: Facebook, Google Play, Game Center. Clearing your device cache or uninstalling the game while you're in your guest account is likely to erase any saved game progress, which cannot be recovered. Will I keep my progress in the game if I uninstall the game or change the devices? If you sign in with or bind your account to Facebook, Google Play, or Game Center, your
save information won't be lost. When changing devices or reinstaling them, all you have to do is log into the game with the relevant account to synchronize the latest saved data. If you use a guest account, your save information is likely to be lost and unpopular. Can Apple and Android users play with each other in the game? Apple and Android users can play along as long as
they're on the same server, so don't forget to invite your friends. I also have an Apple phone and an Android phone. How can I play the game on both platforms at once? 1. Tie your Facebook account to the game so you're free to switch between devices when you sign in.2. If you sign in with Google Play or Game Center, you must first link your Facebook account. My sign-up
account got an injunction in Might &amp; Magic: Era of Chaos, why? To ensure a fair and healthy environment for the game, we strictly adhere to the provisions of the Code of Conduct and deal positively with suspicious behaviors. If your sign-in account is blocked in the game, you may have recently engaged in suspicious behavior such as malicious refunds. How to appeal the
ban in Might &amp; Magic: Era of Chaos? If you wish to appeal the injunction in case you cannot access the in-game support interface, open a support case through our Ubisoft Support portal ( : 1. Click the SIGN IN BUTTON TO OPEN A SUPPORT CASE.2. Log in to your Ubisoft account to contact Ubisoft Support.3. Select Player Reports, Prohibitions, and Sanctions as a
category.4. Choose My is prohibited or sanctioned as a type of issue.5. Select Appeal A Ban.6 as a problem. Describe in detail the alert message you see and the interface where the account is prohibited. In the meantime, please provide no less than one set of accurate information below: • Username and server• Login account and server• UID (find in the top right corner of the
game profile)• Order number of any in-app account purchase (can be found in your Store email account) We will check your account's behavior from the back. If the account is prohibited by mistake, we will provide an appropriate fee. Thank you for your cooperation. Opening a support case is easy. Send us your problem or talk to an expert Sign up to open a support case
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